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_'”WHY MR. TANAKA MUST FALL?
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On 17 Nov., President Ford landed on Haneda air port
an g  CONTENTS he would have been welcomed by about 5000 police men

p- V - i ,,,, t and 5000=activistes._It is said that he would stay in
why Mr‘ TANAKA must fall ?w”'- “ “ “ " " -- The editor Akasaka Palafié €*thQ gugst Houge for a V‘I.P.D which

Madness of our age ________________ __EtO_T_ of the emperor, a dreadful imiéwas a detached palace
tation of a Versaille palace before the war and used?
for the National Diet Library in ten years ago. “ T1
Tn spite of journalistic propaganda that it has been
the second monumental eventfto welcome the black ship
since 1854, do they forget the.general MacAthur's ?l
occupational forces or do they want to erase his- §
occupied period off their memory? One opinion is fran-
kly enough,"Japan is a small country, there is no reae
son to refuse-the president who want to come, and we'd
want to be friend with any nation." Then the most oi?‘
Japanese had an anxiety of a general strike by Japan.t
National Rail Way scheduled on l8,@NovL Indeed, the 3
metropolitan transportation including the sub-way andr
the bus traffic were cut off till the mid-day. This

- J‘

strike was planed outwardly to check the tram-car and
rail way added with obtaining the year end bonus again-
st inflation of daily commodity, yet inwardly it wast _
an outlet of irritation of the people disappointed in,

n historical sketch of the anarchist movement
in Japan (4)

Appendix B: Sansuijin Keirin mondo (A disscussion
of Ideal politics by the three drun-
kards) written by Atsusuke Nakae

 ~a summary-
Appendix E; Toyo Shakai To (The Oriental Socialist

Party)

MINI NEWAS

The cover picture is said to have been drawn

pplayed together in the pond’ July of 1q95_ by a conservative magazine "BungeiShinju:, It declared¢
Handwriting is also KOtOku»S,WhiCh reports how a"wakkata; wakkata no Kakusan" a quick mindei man, l
Nakae had passed his hot Summer day I Mr. Tanaka had collected his funds for the elect1on.ofo

' directorship of Democratic Liberal “arty from his par-
ticipated firms and companies. Moreover he had utilizé
his status as the.financia1 minister and the minister
of international trade'and'industry for bestowing they
national properties to his ghost companies, which F t
means nominal companies with no staffes and workers, ,1
Thus he has accumulated his wealth consisted mainly of
villas and lands. An exposure of his private fortunes
is demanded by journalism including Japan Communist
Party which is earnest always to make a good mark

I 9
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P01iti¢S- For the prime minister Kakuei Tanaka has b'i*
by Kotoku, indicating Nakae and his child Ushikichi being accused with his financial connections infiemed p
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the elctrorate as a mini Watergate affair. But in
the behind of the curtain of the welcome show,
the time had been already ripened for the tough
guy, Mr. Tanaka, that is to say, a Otokono Hana
Michi ( a stage alley led to the exit for a meri
torious man) has been proyided for him"withthts- n
dipromatic achievements‘by§ political bosses_ ~,
and Zaibatsu (the leaders of big businesses).¢~ *
Whyihe must fall? There are several points - i,
towbeeconsideredi Is he forced to,take up respon-
sibility for an inflation? No, with is a prevailed
phenomenon over the world, then responsibility for
downfallf of the number of the votes of the pre-
vioustelection? Impossible. One thing cleared in .
the sun_is that his vitality lacking sensitivity A
has caused an abhorance among the exectives of
D.L.P. In another word, his method to collect and“
distribute money among the parliamentarians to
TFiRf@?Q9flihis status has been repudiated as anti

r .

image-down of D.L.P. According to a Japanese eti-
quctte, itiis required to be sensible to hand

__ t 0"’ ' ' _ i

'm@Q9Y over? to anyone,even to lend it. While Mr."
Tanaka does it do openly, Yet I think, there is  
another“ulterior motive to chase him out of the

1 - .- -
I r If |- I I‘ _

cabinet. It is to strengthen bureaucracy in the
society, A hero of the sucess story, Mr. Tanaka
has been an Qntsider, indeed, an intruder to this
bureancratic society. In a sense of the anthroe

¢ ' I ' 1‘

pologist,,Mr'BenedicttQexplanation ( the chry-
_sanghemumand“the¢sword;iarsplendidiana1ysisnJapa
nes_ mentality,ba@ed on aristocratic;»therefore
islaveryldue to the emperor hieracy ) Mr. Tanaka»
does\not know his place in the Japanese society,f
bso he must fall with,his own vitality, for he has"
‘beenpnicknamed a bulldoza;withwa,oomputer. In the
:17-"-' - ' '

afiermath, who will be~a prime minister? He will
be.a bureaucrat like theyfonmer-minister“Satoa s

_ ‘I "1' i \ \ > ' - I nu

eleqtected among the bossest%Thus thejJapanesezw I
society continues to be anarchy(without order inf"
a'ethical sense) and the last resort will be the *
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the emperor and his family, which is desired by re-
reactionary elements in Japan under the umb:j-Iglaof
nuclear wéapgn of U_S_A_ -:_, _J.¢-,,t_ m

'0

Mr. Tanaka declaired his re$ign&tiOn as prime
minister on 26 Nov.  to »

1. _ -
|. -1 ‘ 1

A  * i ' -The editor- J
27 Nov 1974

"THE AGE OF MADNESS

by Toshikazu Etc _
'\-. .

If the human being could survive and a historian
had a chance to discuss about the last half of 20-
H

th century, he wouldcall it "the age of madness".
So it remarked in the Asahi Shinbun. Really we A
have no other suitable explanation of our generat
tion.We have homecide weapons which enable to kill
the whole population of the world by ten times,and
that the chemical matters spoil us day by day,yet
the spirit of the most of the populace is dominat
ed with ignorance,foolishness,madness,supersti-
tion,intorelance,desires for money,power and fame.
As long as the status quo is continued,_the human
being shall be destoryed with his own tools. I‘;
feel keely it by observing daily events in Japan.
When "bringing nuclear weapon into Japan? has been
proved by Larock explanation, the government has
tried to deceive the incredious people as far as
possible with assurance of 5 unnuclear principles
(not to make,not to use and not to bring in a
nuclear bomb) confirmed between Japan and U.S.A.
and showed a poker-face trusted in the American
government- Moreover both Japan and South Korea
government have solidified their political and
economical bondage based on an experience to sol-
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ve an affair of kidnapping of Krm Tai Chyu, the
former candidate of presidencys in Korea from ahip
hotel in Tokyo. Then Pak-regime,a watch-dog for lt, 
Japanese capitalism, continues to oppres the demo—*i
cratic movement of the Korean people. There is no
word to describe of ignomies of the former minist- ‘f
er Sato and Tanakaswhich induces to vomit by mere; “A
ly to think them. Meanwhile the young Marxistes
advocated an ideology that the consciousness of a
human b6ifl€ i5 decided with the mode of production
by the material life,etc., are atruggling to hold
power among them.”

But we must not be nervous about the surface noises.
However it is the age of madness, there are the peo-
ple and their movementes relying on Reason and with
spirit of torelance and sympathy,who cut open the ,y
future of the human being. They.are an anti-miliary T
and base movement,anti-pollution movement, Human
rights movement for a foreigner in Japan ( a right 3
to stay' in this country is easily deprived for TL
a Kgrgan and a Fgrmggan) and a solidarity movement _
with the Asian people. Though it is a minority move’,
ment,the activistes are striving surely to demolishl 
the establishment. ~l ~  °
Buber's word is that we must live totally unromantic
in the present,and construct a true community with, T
revellious materials of our historical age. ’ 
It is the emergency for us at the present that we ree
alize the meaning of popular movement fairly and st-p
and at the side of the people, ' up ;_ T ti,
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A HISTORICAL SKETCH or THE ANARCHIST MOVEMENT
T  i i IN JAPAN (4)s  “

Appendix: B THE siNsviJIN,KsIh1v MONDO (The discuss-
ion of Ideal politics by the three drun-

' p kards) by Atsusuke Nakai, published in
y 1887 ‘  

The author treated the political idea in his days in
a disguise of talk by three drunkards, The reader
may suppose it is not suitable putting a serious ' 1
matter like a political article on the lips of the
drunkards, but he took a precaution that his work t
would not have been banned under suppresion '
of speach and publication; In those days, amy arti
cle treated about politics was published in under-
ground edition, and to be sure, he was deported from
Tokyo in the same year (1887) due to his activities
 es s Minkénkfl by Hoan Jyorei( the rules er Public
Security)§ He removed to Osaka and became a chief
editor of Shinonome Shinbun( the Journal of Daybreak)
and strived for prevail of civic rights, Kotoku was
also included in the banishment of 570 Minkenkas,
whose experience taught him that the Meiji govern-
ment was monopolized by several high officials in s
the name of Mikado, its power was arbitrarily wield-
ed over the militants of anti-regime by police for-
ces, thus a future anarchist learned his antii
government sentiment from the homeless and pennyless
conditioni * T? but yiiY

I F ' 'I

The literary style of the book is like a "discour9
of a French Roman in 18th century, but the phrase+
ology is originated in Chinese classics, so it is?  
rather difficult tb grasp the rec} meanings WOrd
for word and fitted for reading aloud as a piece of
fine composition. l ’ ‘h t ye "
Nakae maintained that there is no philosophy in _
Japan and a philosophy is a kind of decoration at
Tokonoma, i,e.,a decoration On $5? mantelpiece Of t

' - - .' v 1
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the drawing room. Since Hegel any Westerner holds to
an opinion of no philosophy in the Orient except the
ethical 0OhQeption. In another word, to treat a truth i
‘for a truth sake is only found in Greek philosophy
"which the European has inherited from the Greek.
(see Edmund Husse1's Phenomenology and the crisis of
philosophy). I know Thomism and Cartesian rationalism ”
.gmQ@i& this @0ht@X- It iS also true that we have no

“ -. . . |

political theories like Hobbes and Jhon Lock, but
Nakaels utopian story shows his rational faith grown
up in the climate of the Orient. Let him speak it
hlmS€lf- The Opening page is depicted as follows;

"Nankai-sensei * has a taste of sake by nature, and
he would like to discuss politics, too. But when he
drinks one or two bottles, he feels pleasantly, while
hlS consciousness floats in the air, his eyes glitters
and his ears prick to a harmonious sound as if there
were nothing to worry about, With more two or three
bottoles, his spirit rises to the highest, his ins-
piration comes out spontaniously and despite sitting
in a room, his clairvoyance covers the whole world,
then having ridden in the past and the future by »
each IOOO years instantly, he points out a course of
the world and instructs how to do with the society.
He thinks of himself, "I am a guiding wheel in the
real world and the affair of human beings. While the
S°“Ca1l@d neaT'5i€ht@d in politics is arbitrarily to
use a compass, thereby he takes a ship dash on a
rock or run ashore, thus he brings a calamity to him
self as well as his fellowimen."1Though Nankai-sensei
stays in this world, his mind cilmbs to the "Hakoya
SanW namely the mountain of UTOPIA, and roams about.
the country of=NOWHEHE, therefore his geography and
history coincides with those of the reality m rely
in the spelling, not in entity. For in his geo-
graphy, there are Cold and warm countries in the cli-
mate, great and small ones,;nations haying civilized

I-I "- |..-
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manner and barbarous one, on the other side,in his "
' "' 4.‘ _

history, there are peaceyand war, prosperity and dow
nfall corresponded.often to our geography and hist-h
ory,_When he drinks another two or three bottoles ”
his ears rings, his eyes blind and he streches
his arms and limbes so far as to fall unconsci-
ousness. After two or three hours'deep slumber
he becomes sober again, and there remains no trace
of his speach and deed during his ivress (drunkun-
ness), as if‘ the possessed with a-fox*»Phas re-
covered to his consciuousness. IndeedYthere*is.*~» 
always an acquaintance or a rumour monger wholwants
to hear the Sensei's qurious political opinion,
pays a visit to his home with a keg of"sake5and. *
sakana* , then the guest toasts the host with p
several cup of sake and let him speak, by taking
a caution of his heavy drunkenness, aboutrthe poli;
tical affair. Sensei has reflected himself a little
"before had I drunk h ;vily, I would put the impo-
rtant items down on sheets of paper, on another =
day I would pull them out, and add something," y
then compile them in a book form, which, to be
sure,would please me and my friends at the same
time." Ai,“Ai, he has responded so to himself.

The days have continued with misty rain, not for
a chance to see the sun, which made Sensei feel f
gloomy. One day he has been already in a state of,
topsy with self service of sake, there two guestsi
have visited him with a bottle of European brandyh:
"KIN PU“ namely "GOLDEN AX".'Sensei has no aeq+ :_‘
*uaintanceship either of them, nor he know their““ _
name, but having seen the bottle of European brang*
dy, his spirit becomes cheered up. One of theY**i
guests has weared the European costume from his
head to feet, his eyes and nose are sharply shap+
ed, hisbody is slim and behaviour is vigorous," '
while his speach is clear and defined, which seems.
that he(the guest) lives ih the room ofTHEORY,per¥f
spirates the air of REASON and likesto go straight?

*the possed with a fox: the possed with a devil.
* sakeand sakana: sake and a relief.-7-
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on the line of LOGIC by disdaining_to follow a zigzag
course of the reality, that is to say, he must be_a
philosopher. The other guest is tall,his arms ere big
his face, pale and his eyes'sookets are deeply sunken.
Judging from his Japanese costume with Kasurino kimono
and Hakama( a pleated skirt) he is fond of aibig adven
ture and fishing his fame with a bait of his own life,
that is to say, he must be a man of Hero worship. '
After the formal greetings, they have toasted each,
other, Sensei calls the former, Yogaku-shinshi, a "
gentleman of European education and the latter, I "
Goketsukun." 'fi . - J Q J

. -I - - , ' .
" r ‘. f

I . , ‘ | 1

At first, Yogaku-shinshi states his opinion. He advo
cates European democracy, and expresses his doubt abo-
ut wars among the nations based on three principles
i,e. Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. He accuses
such struggles caused from obtaining frivolous fames
betraying morality,rules of economy and accumulating
hundred millions of the regular army consummed their
national incomes. He advices a course ofa small coun-
try(alluded to Japan) that she ought to enter into the
realm of Liberty and Fraternity having acquired moral-
ity and technology, then to become a country of phi-
losopher by excavating the fortress, melting the can-
on, changing a battleship into a steamer and making
a soldier to be a civilian, thus she will be an exam-
ple, for European nations which have not yet~layedfi
the foundations of democracy. This argument was dire-
tly Onneeed, to the policy of the Meiji government,
which had being promoted the national defence by the
coast, and that the policy of the rich country with
strong soldiers on a pretex of invasions by Western
imperieliem in the Orient, Yogaku—shinshi argues they
(the westerners) might have an original quality of
civilization, however they can not follow it, and if
we take it up and show the same foundations of Liber-
ty,-Eguality and Fraternity with no armament and
treat them with good will, they dare not invade us.

. -I . . . -
| ' ' - _ . _ .
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For "however they want to kill the wind with the
sharpest dagery the wind blows where it wants to 0"
He explains that the politician should be a di 'gi
or a novice served for a god of Evolution and Eiep e
duty is to open the road for the God. Because th

_ , egod of Evolution does not care about the bush and
he rock in his course t

the people who kill eaehhgthei’f§; thgmgigg E? even
revolution. Yogaku-shinshi cites examples fo.the
reigns of Charles the first and Louis XVI, In his
view the evolution goes fast without a stopping fine
evolution of art and learning which enlighten the
people promotes a transformation of the insttutionnArt, learning and the political theory are no leee

than the branch, leaves and fruits sproted from the
Sfme Stock of knOWledge'" Thne he defines three stageo political insttution, i.e. Despotism,Consttutione1
monarchism and Democracy. He analysis the political
evolution with aboundant historical proofs and h‘
comentes. * ~ ls

" There is no human being except the king and the
aristocrat in the despotic country, and that the
gfihgrfwitlion s°u15_a?e nething but an automatonmula: gciency of spirit. Vhwnever the people accu-  
ment e lwealth with their toil and pain, the g0vern_

_ exp OltS it without notice or deposit it as tax
It 1S robbery and there is no right of private .
property. ------------ __

. 0

In the constitutional monarchic country, there are
a prince and five sorts of rank( it is a satir to
the M€lJl Government, see Appendix C) _
This is against the principle of Equality, but the
prince knows the purport of Liberty, fixes a consti-
tution and the national law to protect the rights of
the people. There exists a little'exploitation and
the rank of nobility above the fellow men, therefore
this institution is the half-reformed from a view
of Evolution.-—-- ' "
The constitutional monarchism is not so worse

’ .
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is spring whichhas frost and slight snow, While demo?
cracy is summer without them. The former is like as»:
wise man, the latter is a saint according to Chinese "
tradition while a Bosatsu (Bodhi-setteve) and e Nyoreii
(d Buddha) ,to Indian phraseology, The constitutional.
monarchism should be respected, but democracy is to be:. ,' '

0 .. . ‘-

loved. The former is an inn ifor a traveler, you mustl
leave it if you were not a lame or ta woos, While phi
the_1att@r is your home which you certainly to feel;
at home after a lOn8 journey-" ltd‘ “v. >

Then Yogaku-shinshi shows his vision of a democratic
country; " Having established the institution of demo—t
cra¢y3.1et aach one have his dignity, excavate the . .
fortress and disarm the armament to show no murderous
motive, at the same time we do not accept the interfer
ence of the other countries. Let our country be a land
of morality and learning in which existes a parliament
in order not to” split the brain of the country. And
that allot the people have the rights of voting at
the adult age regardless of the sex, the rich and the
poverty except the idiot, the fool and the man of defi-
ciency, From a governor to a village master they should
be elected publicly not to flatter the administrator,
while a lawyer and a judge should be also elected not
to flatter the legislator. Let us found Zthe school to
educate lthe whole people without fee £0 make them a

bargus fedters by law and the protective tariff to M
brégk through the barrier of economic competation, let
abolish the rules of speech, publication and assembly
unless tnoy ‘do not Corrupt the manner and inVOk@r&v
tumult. Thus let Ythe speaker have_h1s freedom of tan-

e "the audience, his freedom of ears, the writer, his
igeedom of talent, the reader, his freedom of eyes(whi-ch means aflfre@d@m_Of reading'amy book) and the gatherer
ers, a freedom of association, Such a thing is my Plat‘
fOI'mn """"'"

‘ -10-
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Yogaku-shinshi proposes a plan of makin ‘a V 11» _ _  ~ i ~ g sma co
untry in Asia Q laboratory for democracy,equality,
mQTalit¥ and learning added with non-violence and
nonereslstance towards the foreign countries iFQr
he bélievss that "a man should live with his.own
tunes n-too ' s -hu , ,0 V spending on the other---~ and making
the Whole people a kind of living morality for
the.future society.", -I i

a _ -

This opinion impacts us even now, for the Japanese
constitution of the post war has proclaimed the
similar doctorin, though it has been bestowed

from the ab0V@ OT advised by the occupation for~
h I =

; ' tr. _ I . .

But Goketsu-kun ( a man of Heroworship) has burst
into laughter to hear anon-violence and non-resis-
tance.'A ad’ u ' ' QGOr_lng,to, his knowledge of h1story,tho
civilized countries such as Sparta and Rome in thé
ancient and En€1&fid§F?&nce,Germany and Russia are,
in the modern times, the countries of war.
"The War ista barometer of civilization.--thedriohq
est and the civilized have got usually a vict "
and that ,the war is , for Goketsu-kun, a showrto
demonstrate his courage and a pasture for his fame.d
He does not analyses the nature of imperialismd §fi”
Which is carried out by Kotoku in 1901 with.his,y
work " Imperialism, or~a monster of 20th century" r
published at the same year of Nakae's,deathQ,yi§, 
On the contrary, he proposes itofinvade a bigf'
country in the neighbourhbod (alluded to china)
to leave a small country (Japan) or having handed
her down to the minkenkas or the democrats. He
wants to establish a country of despotic monarchy
and accumulate theowealth to buy n"fruit of Civili_,
zation. Because "Rome can not be made in a day,
wealth and strength of England, France and Russia
of toeday are caused with many reasons and means.
For instanceg tne wise king has reignedwith ben5_
volence, the good prime ministers have helped them
in regulation of both foreign and domestic affairs

-11-
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Or thegeneral has done a meritious achievement, or the
scholar has anounced a perfect theory, the inventor
has contrived a precious vessel,etc. While they have
endeavoured to deposit the fruit in the peaceful time,
and tried to conserve it in the war time. Then having
it moistured with graceful rain and exposed in the
bright sun. Once they have come to the open field from
the alleys, the otherjtime, they have entered in the
slow current from the rapid one, then from right to
left and vice versa, thus they have come to civiliza:
tion with thousands and million pain _- and toil. How
many_years, months, knowledges, troubles, lives and
materiales have been consummed? So if we want to part.
icpate in civilization to enjoy the fruit, there is
no other method except to buy it with money But the
price of civilization is so high as a small country
will be exhausted or compounded with the big coun-
try gradually.—-" ; t
Goketsu-kun's imperialism means to get money for
purchase the fruit of civilization and that if a big
country is weak in sptte of her fertile land, it is, 1
better to make a use or it. The notion has been unhap_
pily an analogous counse of Japanese militarism since
the Meiji era untillnl945. He analyzed a collinsion of
civilization and its influence over the people.
" The inhabitants of the backwami country should re-
place the former institution, culture, custom and
sentiment. Thereby there come out the element of  
philo—antiquity and that of philo-novelity, whose
characters are indicated as follows;

g i The elements of philo-antiquity
( a conservative )

E |

\ .

l, men who are above 50 year of age. '
ho re ard every novel custom, manner, sentiment

trivorous and feel a vomit to see or hear about
a new mode of culture.i j
ho estimate liberty as a capricious and heroic

deed, while equality lS an unfavourable thing
to be chopped off with a hatchet.  

...]_2..

4. who regard the law a strict learning
and disdain economics a scholastic
science.

5. who respect Danton and Robespierre.
Marat and Saint Just might have been i

,i in this category around the Revolution."
6. who are not fond QT any -obstacle in !i,~

the process of public affairs, etc. .:i
. _ _,. _._.

' _Jj
. --. . I _ __. ._-- I-. _ -._ P . .

The elements of philownovelityv no

T2. who regard the ancient regime being
 ,corrupted with a bad smell, and seek.

 for a new mode of culture°withoutt  , TJ .

- '..-.- ----

exhausion. '  :\ ‘
5. who estimate a theory, despise, violence,

promote" industry and disarmament. '
4. who affect for a theory of morali y, ‘

law and economy, then regard themselves
** the literate or the philosopher and

( a progressive )s,,P to i

1. men who are under 50 years of age. 1
'|

\

\

res ect Thier and ‘Gradston. 1‘p , j », t a
6. who, like to deliberate a plan not

to be failed in their public"affairs.y 

Goketsu-kun vmaintain an opinion that the ele-
ments of philo-antiquity become often a cancer
of public affairs in the country, so that he
would like to emigrate them in a new land to 
establish a utopian mon&rChy. (This design
has been partly realized in Manchuria during
1950s in sacrifi0ing, of Chinese people which
is contrary to good intention of Nakae.3

Nankai-sensei has criticiged each of them. Hei
states that democracy of Yogaku-shinshi can "
not be realized without cooperation of the whole
people, nor the policy of Goketsu-kun can be
effected without despotic resolution of a prince.
or a minister. He has pointed out the common
under current, of each opinion has been inflicted;

1 ' 1|
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with fear of imperialism ofnEuropean"states, but they  had enterprised Withgut knowing her intention, a
have their own business, for instance however the "~= thousand million.people would suffered. It_;S an
prince*wants to invade a small country in the Ear awful thing“; Then what has she hatred for? It 1S
East, there is Parliament, and having not obtained that you may speak_and do something Wtth0ut Con" e 

C sidering the proper time and place. My 55UlF€i$5Y
be sounded a wrong. Whenever the stateman had
pestablished some insttution withoutknowlng the
time and place,which brought a calamity tothe _
million people, the scholar might point it out -
that it should have been so due to a cause of

a consent of the members of parliament, that is,an
approval of the people, the prince can not enterprise
an invasion. Furthermore he were lucky enogh to get
the consent, there is also a public opinion over there
raised by freedom of press,whereas it is z difficult
to cause a war_ against a foreign country with his
own will. ‘we for the God of Evolution, it is a name T dnecessity. If it was due to a cause of necessity
labelled on the course of history. He is affectionate I a ree it is a work of the god of Evolutions not3 v . . t
inconsistent and fond of debauchery, so you can not her repugnance.--— then what is hatred fir 2332? t
think that he is only favour for a progress and good- T god? That is, Y?“ Want to do Whigh iO?'s Ou . hfis
ness. In Europe there are some countries to abolish of the tlme and P1&C@'“' an a1"S€nSel “
death penality, which may be called his work, i.e.
an evolution in Europe. But in Africa, there is a

do out -  _ i _ . g d
joked with an addition that " in my view. the e@;_

t of Evolution in Asia prefers the nobility than -
tribe of cannibalism which is also a kind of evolu the C0mm@n PeOP19" but ( he Continued) the F ,- .

 ' t f llow u the intentiontion. Therefore " if you declare that the god loves purpO5@ Of PO1itics_is O O _ gheir ha iness
merely democracy, not for despotic monarchism, you of the P@OPl9 and mak? thgm enaoyf lf-repgn

eadefully and keep interestes o we aare wrong, For do you thik that there is no god of p _ T _ _ t b1.%
Evolution in.Tdrkey and" Persia ? If you assert that accordance with their knopledgié Wiilygg iiea -
the gdd prefers torcultivate a perfect virtue and ish the insttution not fol OW a _th What §Ou-
has no taste in massacre, was there no god of Evolu— ls and agalnst thelr knOWl€ ge’ W1

t »i peopt ‘ - i‘ °-- the order of po1iti0tion when the general Kou( )i had killed.tne war tmake them enjoy h&PP1nes5 - _ ‘ ; _ __ 1
J C and the society is from despotism, constitutiona* " F~si i ch 1 d t by co coon‘ d't h ? T  U ~ .prisoner o _yo ynas Y Y 4, , in a i c y monarchism- and democracy respectively. If you ent

The god prefers feudalism during the feudal period , _ . th
the national isolation when"the%country has.closed’ er into democracy from d@SPQt3Smtabr:gti€%h tie

brain of the people will be es roy _the door, and likes a foreign trade when the door is
opened again-+--~ ( the imagery iof this paragraphhe .  T  * - - v = . ' d d 1 H-
reminds me of W CANDIDE " of Voltaire who has accused hand the nobillty h:VeTE@%: :3Z2eriefeWe;gO£1gW@1_
Harmoney of Provldencet ' “ ”' "7‘ t"~ » ‘Qgggértggnfiigfiiformation as if follgw up REASON,

But there is one thing,that the god disdain, which we, “t‘bnt‘the people are perprexed and raise a t%muit$-"
 especially the statemen ought to know. For when the  t1 (sensei has defined two sorts of Civic Li er y
istateman has misunderstood the object of hatred of the o~ Qivic Liberty in England and France is the rights

. . ._ . . .- ~ : , _ _

rgod, a calamity would be awiil. An old literate like me “ of restorative type,i.e. obtained from the below,
has heppenly written a been erpeeee to the will of the “F while the other is the rightsto be bestowed from
god of Evolution, such a hook would not be sold out. H ’{hé above, The quantity of restored rights can be

C ' volition due to our OWEo t, I4 N tdetermined with our own  _ t
for several years and executed. Though if the state man filo is i —  ,i, g‘

I. -- , . _ , ,

If I had planed a treason, I would have been imprisoned
~--.* - I .

1|: ' I"_-., :
-v -- . I. ;_ - .-
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efforts. Meanwhile that f th b ‘Tnot. be fixed with our O$n Voiitiigowfid r1ghts_ can .
. voreover it 15a a t th i . .tfiéinsst redorder to change the bestowed rights lnto

0 e one abru tl ." I h ' Gconstitution of the Mgijg eraflwalstgiew, the Japanese

so that he recommended t I S 6 bestowed rights’he 1 v -
nature as follows? "hcweverpihg iuigtiijniiobg tts drights is small, its nature is not so differedstowih
of the obtained from the below, you must prgtecto dat
km '-t . . , . an

oiegcienjg Yell is Ciltlvatlng lt Wlth the fertilizer| and vitality of moralit th '

zigzag course, which is the so-called the universal  
ihistory. The idea raises an enterprise and the enter—  
prise produces an idea by vicissitudes, this is a in
course of the god of ¢Evolution. He does not sta abovey. Ythe society, nor" crouching or hiding under issi oft
the society, but heilives in the brain of the people.
Thereby“ the god amalgamated ( cooperated)with ideal
of the people makes a circular body. Gentlemen 1 Having
respected an idearin your brain, if you have the people

. ' w  Y, en it will ro reco -ize it as a ork of od of Evolution it is as if. d _ . I ,_ a 5 Wn _ gn W g 9 A JEgme§rZngaiiZd§?i§fi:Or?&€s§ withadvancement of the you put a black dot on a canvas to make the spectators
with the restored type rightsunlil it will coordinate form a perfect arc. I think it is a klfid-Of monopoly of
Evolution H , py e t ls the principle of idea, which the god does not appreciate, and the scholar

His advice is still fresh f r s E01  ,
vatives of to-day prgpoge ts giéndegfiise ti“ cOnS@r
istitution with the same reason asit haspgjenwgr €On_d
fr U"S‘A. -b P ‘ es OWE?

wi§T be 1» ' ut the list resort for the dgmocrats ne above saying, HQ ta ht Y _ . ,
with an instruction. ug Ogaku shlnshl

" Gentlemen! An idea is a seed and thi  

should‘ take necessary precautions. The times is a  
canvas, the idea is colour and enterprise is a drawing. ”

We may say that the society of a generation is like
a drawing. Gentlemenl if you want to draw a future
picture on the present canvas with unprepared colour,
it will be a work of the fool. But when you make sX€r—
tions in colour of ideas, the flow of colour emergesi;
spontaniously on the canfififi of the society, then you i
draw a present enterprise on the present canvas with“
colour of past ideas which will to be sure attractty . ,\ _ - “ ~ s I 2  ;s 2 .

when you appreciate thg d€mOCra%i¢idgabr;€3$§a;fl€1d. the eyes of the spectator and be a chief dloeuvre '
d i't ,7t t _ -T v o. .’  syispeakifiisirisi ipss3i°ZsE§§ 533d 1“ the brain of she people,

now the bushi J years ln the nation But

superior than those of Rubens and Poussin.--—" I

h p 1 ,and the flower of kinéand nObi1if __ To reply non—violence of Yogaku-shinshi and chauvinism
ave rooted deeply In the fi€1d  then is ,t Y of Goketsu-kun Nankai-sensei cleared up his stand point,

§rror‘toeXpect the prosperity of democracy from 3
teed ln YOU? brain? Thereby the brain of the eo 1 Self—defence of Wankai-sensei T  i

a store house of the past ideas? Whi1e.an e tps P_e is 1. Expansion Qparmamentensues an equilibrium among
', th i.“ - -     . n erPr1S@ggre efsoclety ls an lSsueOf_Fh@ Pa$t ldea  . There- the big nations. “  y T

you plan a new enter r T s  p 2. The~theory ofworld peace has no chance of its c
idea fiT$tlY in the brain ofpth:e,egOu must Sow the realisation till now (which asserted Y0gaku~shinshi‘
Bemcause the enterprise is alwayg i§i§ri§as§aS§fldea'
in the present, but its idea has a ss,t,nggheei§°t
Every achievement in the universe is noless thpaSth*-
effe?t of idea in the universei  The idea and $2 8

opinion about peace theory of Kant and Saint Pier‘
but the more the nexus of morality prevails, the!
more violence losses its teritory, such a course
is a progress. "Among four countries such as Prussiater rig i t . ‘ i _ i» e en- p Francei England and Russia if one of them were,

P ,_é_are mu ually piled up and llnked to draw a far stronger than the other three, she would violate
~ .. . , _ _ _ ,

-16-, . i -17-
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but as it is now,there is equible among them, aha that
they-are forced to keep the law, thus the small countries

tgare spared to be annexed to the big country; Furtheremore
 due to the complex of the state machinery and the will

of mass of the people, it is impossible to enact a war
_ unless considering the public opinion, the press and

consensus of parliament,etc.f T?
S"). But despite such considerations, if the foreign country

' L .- fnvades us, we defendes ourselves with a guerlfille. War
‘ I

i i fare.f*i S *
f4l”He*held tto the opinion against chauvinism and imperi-

S alism of Goketsu-kun. He said if there were a big
country of impotence in our neghbourhood, we must
make a relationship of brotherhood, and help each other
in emergency. Moreover 3 the most of antagonism and

' hatrediraise not from the substance but a false voice.
il Therefore when we investigates the reality, our doubt

tisusuely solved away, only a demagogy resultes in a
terisis,9“Japan ought to negotiate with China with

. I’

_ | ’

b 0
_ I

Q .

, good will to open a market, not to take up arms against
1:191‘ " . _. .

"The be; foreign policy is to make a peace with any
country, and as the last resort, we must take up a '

_~stratage of self-defence, yet we must strive to ty
,-alleviate the expenditure and pains of the people with

M elimination of armament. Thus were we not contami-
nated with a disease of moribond, China would not
run; have an antaganism towards us.——"

- _ - }
0

*"The last scene of the banquet was interrupted with cock-
crowing. The two guests took a leave. The host said "accor-
ding to ‘my calendar, you will find it out at your home
that you have already passed here about three years I"
Two guests smiled each other, and left his home. Within
teh days, the book has been written. Meanwhile it is
rumoured that Yogaku-shinshi went abroad to North America,
and; -Gqketsu-kun to ,Shanghai, but Nankai-sensei has

?remained;to drink his.sake every day.

****************************
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This utopian story has personified three type of  
Japanese _intei1igentisia,i.e.dYogakuShinShi (a ’
gentleman of European education) is always alluded to
Kotoku and Yuzabro Sakai, another disciplflgpf Nakae,
who helped his master in publishing a book "Rigaku—
kogen" ( the outline of philosophy) and also inter-
oduced the meaning of May day, the tendency of Social
ism in Europe, and besides, he contributed a fund
when Kotoku founded Heiminsha in 1905. _ .
Goketsu-kun stands for a Tairiku-ronin whet wandered

' ul-

about Korea, Manchuria and China for his own
fortune and fame, then embodyed in a nationalist
while Nankai-sensei represents for a hermit of Chi-
nese tradition. A political man, in a sense of Chi-
nese tradition, is also a man of taste, who retires
from the reality at the old age or a frustration of
his political maneuver. I think,.it is better~to@
understand Nakae's fundermental thought with thie;
Nankai-sensei believed in Taoism. This granted, it
is easy to grasp his view of history. He admitted
a progress. Evolution and three stages of politi-
cal transfoamation, yet it lacked dynamism which
we can find in historical materialism. in another
word, his nihilism does not emerge‘ from the behind
of the present,which passes to and ccrporated witht‘
the future with a name of necessity. Such an action
is artificial, while Lao Tzu recommended "taking
no action, having no desire and naturalness hold-
ing Tao? Of cause as a modern enlighted thinker,
Nakae was complex in his thought, but his ethical_~
sensitivity was tranquil in Tao. ‘t

We can also discern a pattern of acceptance of Euro-
pean civilization, which has brought repugnance andp.
willingness among our people in a backward country of
Far East. Japan has quested breathlessly for. the
fruit of civlization so far as to buy it with money.
Yet scientific technology can not be attained with-
out manual talent and practical knowledge of the
people. Then it has been recommended to learn ditsu

 -19-
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Eaku ( )i.e. a practical knowledge about science
and t@Ohn01ogy even from the government,‘which has 0,,
resulted inia motto of WAKQN YOSAI (  ) namelypj
to have a Japanese soul with a Western talent. In k,_
another sense,oit proclaimed Japan has a special ,“
tradition, whose ethical and spiritual background --
can not be changed even with European civilization..
Thus every products added with patentes and a techni-
cian, as occasion demands, including rail road, ship
yards, textilerfactories, bank management, architec-
ture, educational method and parliamental system had
been imported, This process was admitted by Nankai-
sensei theoritically as to ‘flu the fruit of civili-_ Y y
Z&t}0n- 5 But now such naive attitude towards civil-
zation can not be approved, for heavy industry inclu-,
ding chemical productes cause pollution and environ-
mental destruction, and yet there is always retarda-.
tion to amend the environment, for the imported fruit
is destinied to eat'or processed.for profit making
without instructions, then Japan has now become a . 
polluted country. _ fl_kM¢_

. _ '1 .
. _ ,_ \ -

In spite of his great knowledge in democracy, Nankai-
sensei remained as a constitutional monarchist in his
political attitude in common with the author, Atsusuke
Nakae. Really having been asked the meaning of social-
ism, he (Nakae) replied that he strived for Liberty,
not for Socialism through his life. Though he was at

r

I t -I _- .- I ‘ _ ...'_'|

- ' ‘ '. . .' - |Appendix E:~ToyoiShakai To (The0riental S0¢ialistdY.,
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In 1882 a timber dealer Tokichi Talui‘founded_a partytl
named Toyc Shakai To”in”Hizen‘Shimabara (Nagasaki pre-
fecture in Kyushu island). It is said thathe was stimu-
lated with the activities by the populist in“Russia, i.
e.,the nihilist terrorized Alexander II in 1881. 3o the
preamble of the party proclaimedthat Nihilism (Kyomu-
Shyugi) is not a monopoly of European 0iVi1iZ&ti0n, he
could find it in Taoism,Buddhism,which enabled the peo-
ple do what they wanted to do in a revolution. Thus chip
nese nihilist has continued for 2000 years. He compared‘
an orign of the Oriental nihilist with European one and
said that the nihilist party would emerge inthe reality
because of oppression of the civilized people with auth
oritative barbarism, and it was caused from an error of
the institution which would be proved that such party
was few in free country,but aboundant in monarchical
countryTherefore the Russian emperor was a Sacrifice by
himself, not byta nihilist. Meanwhile he took a surveys
of the tendency in Japan,and was shocked to see many
sympasizers and the friends. of Russian nihilifif. Thus
he appealed to the people with the similar mentality to
found a party. Yet he addedfan enigmati0 EXCUSE in his
speech,"it is clear the nihilist party is a trouble
maker to the society, I agree with you and have the
same hatred as yours to the nihilist. The next step is

revolt to the Hanbatsu Seifu ( the government mono- ' ]to?contrive a mean to destroy it without waiting its
polized by lords and peers) and showed a great sympathyk I ifull bloom. Our nihilist party is still in its bud,
to the nihilistes in Russia. I I rte t 1 5 .?i then it is better to cut off a causefia*seed)fafter
In my view, the qualification of a thinker is his abili- " having it cultivated so far as a bud grew, for there ‘
ty Of analysis, predication and identification to his is no bud without a seed or a cause."*He might‘ hays; j
contemporary world, and Nakae performed his part as S took a prcaution with a tactic of the Taoist,not to ““*
a enlightened thinker. So we can find his intellectual impact the authority, neverthless formation of his I
maturity in this b°Ok. His rational faith and taste in
Chinese classics were inherited by Kotoku.  i

,1

party shocked the whole country with its name of soci-
alism and its rules. I y ,,g

- -. . _ .- - - 1
- ' ' \ _ _ t =_

- _, I __ _ J! I :- I. .

*w*****%********%************** W’, k kk ,, ,AeDraft of Party Rules. u,@;i ,,¢,,,
_', I
I

....2()...

9*“ .

i
 *7 ‘"1:

‘Article 1 Our Party sets rules with fraternal speech
u+ - '*

_| . I
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and deed .-te I t .@ ‘Hora? , -.,.¢ _.,t, with laying its foundation on Morality. Therefore

Article 2
Article 5

Article 4

J

Article 5

1'.

. _ . I
.

-.

. “

1
.|

Article 7,

..,. ' ', .
. . I

. . ,

Our principle is equality among;use=il
Our party aims ts promote maximum welfare
for the people; if * YA" @v"ty. =@» , J
To reform thexold custom and heredity of the
rich and thefnoor;Fwe carry out the following
items. . sci“)? “S; ‘ i5'* -S ,~
l.}Natural products shall be hold in common

.2,.To;found a cooperative company
5. To set cooperative breeding of the child-

1-,',. "- 'ren-¢_ i “ all <=-  l;
I I_ ,. . , . . .

4. Scientific reproductionT(which means to 1
1 2 propergate a scientific birth control); ;
To solidifyour-organisationand propergate-
our principles, we endeavour;i.‘i   -,-
l. self—teachin€Z))  f” ~f't”**r*w, it
2. public.speech)t *ifi  .>.i~l '.@ ,»,
5. circulation of the paper and the organ -
4. speech tour  A ' t~*  a"t  

Article 6 Nomination of our party shall be Toyo-Shakai
=."- - -_ _ L .,

The atmosphereof Oriental civilization makes
us to fuse and forge our party, neither your
strength nor my leadership has founded it,;,H
Moisture of our brains) evaporated.byaillu-Ft,
mination of Oriental civilization has reepohoeo
each other and being condensed to"a column of,
cleud which fall a rain drop or virture of it
Equality over the society;--%#*iY¥ Me»
vThe,prinCe whom I serve isfnothing*but Morality,.
yet Morality can not reign over,¢for my consci-~*¢
enQe is Morality itself.---;~Twv&Jizztttazttttbtzz1:32: not    and 8. a

aPPointed~ merelf a,clerk or ta oaeetatéiefifiizagzacgtit haye been a £ab0o and a leper in Japaneae‘sOciety
a name of his representative district. A v  ; so far as 1945

The party was participated with 5000 members under influences
of Civic Liberty movement, but its characteristic was unique

I .. _ i .

a christian anarchist Sanshiro lshikawa praised the
party as the first society of Anarchism in hisNippcn
Shakaishyugi Shi (The history of Japanese Socialism p
written by Ishikawa and coedited with Kotoku,appeared
in the news paper,Heimin Shinbun of 1907 ). g
Ishikawa said that they ( Talui aha his comrades)
had not read writtings of Marx and Engels, neither A
Bakunin,nor Kropotokin. They did not know or consider
thoroughly about the biggest motive of modern workers
movement, the first factor of economic organization.
Therby it is impossible to compare their movement
with those of socialism and anarchism,-but it promoted
a step forward to Japanese Socialist movement like
Weitling and Fichte who took initiatives of German I
socialist movement as well as Saint Simon and Fourie
in France. The Griental Socialist Party was suppresed
and ordered to disorganize after two months of its
appearance. In 1887 Talui became a parliamentarian
but could not find a chance to realize his ideal in t
the political field however he had declared his
opinion about National Bank System. A .
Refering to a book of Sogoro Tanaka "Toyo Shakal To",
Talui aequainted with the meaning of socialism by a
missionary at Hongkong and confirmed its nature as
Spencerian socialism to refute Ishikawa' opinion.
But Talui had an honour to have organized a party
with spontaniety of the people and showed his hope
of agrarian collectivism. t
Etymologically a Japanese "Shakai-suru" is a verb to
indicate "to gather", "to come together", while r
"Shakai" is a noun coined after a word of "Society",t

and it is an incredible story that Shakai shugi

.
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tigsgiiygteogrgpeitylgnd*equa1i{y.' to hreak£thetiank}_ * The QTOUP names and lts addressesgp
‘n the society therefore it was intorelablee Or  9 it e1 7 . _ T pp KUBARU GIOUP, C/O TOd&,4—2, 3-chyQme,IwayaIkitamachi’
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* An event of the anarchist moyementin1974_h&S been A W'R'I' JaPanese Section» C/0 Mukai 554 Kameyama, Hime,
to discuss about a federation, and for this purpose A ji city, Hyogo Prefecture,
we have held a meeting sponsered three groupQS.$Q0h A NIDP
as LIBERTAIRE, LIBERO, and tom, in September. TWQ.;o on ~ ON ANARCHIST CLUB, 5-472 Tsuke k0Shi,Kawasaki city
tendencies have been roughly pushed on. i.e.,Plat5. Ky@gmKH DOKU SHO KAI E .k B .
formism advocated by Koko group in Kyotofiand Frees _ Nishi Kamata, Ootaku: $é;y0nrl O ulldg-,7-61-4 Q_ I

Federation by other groups and actiSt€S. But we y.
', “"" I- - -. .have not yet reached to an agreement- H, _ . ku’§§0:2?;h?? 50 402 Nakayamada cyo,Ogurusu,Fush1m1_

* The group names and its addresses: -- . a ;  IWASA SAKUTABO IKO SHYU KANFO KAI Higashimurayama| . -- T , . ’

LIBERTAIRE,219O Ooizumi gakuenchyo, Nerimaeku,fTokyo.n A Tokyo. C/0 Shida. i -
LIBERO+sha, 2s-5 Tanaka MonzenchyO. Sekyo-ku. Ky0tQ. WONAKA NO ITKENYA,.895-201_g@,.Ichinomiya Tama City
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